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The spatio‐temporal changes of the stress state in a geothermal reservoir are of key importance for
the understanding of induced seismicity and planning of injection and depletion strategies. In
particular the poro‐elastic effects on the stress state due to re‐injection or depletion of water are of
interest for both geothermal projects and hydrocarbon exploitation. In addition to the convention‐
ally used effective stress concept, poro‐elasticity affects the stress tensor components differently
as a function of changes in pore pressure. Here, we provide an analytical base for the long‐term
changes of the 3D stress tensor components as a function of pore pressure changes. Results indi‐
cate that for a constant rate of injection or depletion the coupling between pore pressure and all
stress tensor components depends on the location in the reservoir with respect to the re‐
injection/depletion point as well as the time since the beginning of pore pressure changes. Our
systematic analysis suggests that poro‐elastic stress changes can even locally modify the given
tectonic stress regime. Furthermore, the results predict that localized changes of maximum shear
stress can lead to different fracture orientations than those expected when poro‐elastic effects are
not considered. These results indicate a need for 3D geomechanical‐numerical studies of more
realistic reservoir settings in order to study the 3D effects of pore pressure/stress coupling. Our
generic 3D geomechanical‐numerical study shows that less than two years of production of a
single well changes shear stresses by 0.2 MPa. Thus, in reservoirs with decades of production
shear stress change can reach sufficiently high values to re‐activate pre‐existing faults or even
generate new fractures with unexpected orientations.
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1. Introduction

pressure ∆ result in a ∆ /∆ ratio of 0.64 (Addis, 1997; Hillis,
2000).
According to Goulty (2003) this observation can be ascribed
to three different mechanisms: (1) normal compaction of the
reservoir due to depletion. Sediments undergo normal compac‐
tion and reduction in porosity when the mean effective stress
increases. Then, the ∆ /∆ ratio for sediments compacted
under zero horizontal strain conditions and no changes of verti‐
cal stress can be derived using the coefficient of earth pressure
. (2) Normal faulting based on the assumption that critically
stressed faults in a normal faulting regime are always present
and (3) poro‐elastic effects. The relation of these stress changing
mechanisms to induced seismicity is demonstrated by Hillis
(2001). Production induced seismicity has been found world‐
wide in oil and gas fields (Maxwell and Urbancic, 2001; Suckale,
2010). Injection related seismicity is frequently associated with
stimulation in geothermal wells (Cuenot et al., 2006) or CO2
sequestration and has been successfully interpreted using the
pore pressure diffusion equation (Shapiro et al., 1998, 2003) or
the spatio‐temporal evolution of stress and pore pressure
(Rozhko, 2010; Schoenball et al., 2010). Hillis (2000) and Tingay
et al. (2003) call the phenomenon of the observed ∆ /∆ ratio
changes ‘pore pressure/stress coupling’. All three mechanisms
cited above can contribute to the ∆ /∆ ratio, but in this paper
we focus on the poro‐elastic contributions.
To date the estimation of ∆ /∆ ratios has been performed
with models with one or several of the following assumptions
(e.g. Engelder and Fischer, 1994; Segall, 1992; Hettema et al.,

Induced seismicity in geothermal reservoirs is generated by
changes in pore pressure during stimulation experiments, res‐
ervoir production time, and re‐injection of water (e.g. Evans
et al., 2012; Majer et al., 2007; Suckale, 2010). In long‐term pro‐
ducing georeservoirs, such as the geothermal field The Geysers
in California or the gas field Lacq in south western France, the
reservoir pressure declines steadily (Goyal and Conant, 2010;
Segall et al., 1994). To maintain the reservoir pressure, massive
injection of waste water has been conducted for more than a
decade at The Geysers geothermal field with significant pore
pressure changes, particularly near the re‐injection wells
(Rutqvist et al., 2013). With time, pore pressure changes diffuse
throughout the reservoir and are thus a function of time and
distance to the injection or production well. These spatio‐
temporal changes in reservoir pressures lead to changes in
stress and deformation of the reservoir and the surrounding
rocks (Mossop and Segall, 1997; Zoback, 2010). Pore pressure
counteracts the external stresses acting on the rock matrix,
which prompted Terzaghi (1943) to propose the effective stress
concept; he defined effective stresses as the difference between
the total stress and the pore pressure. However, measurements
in hydrocarbon reservoirs have revealed that the total minimum
horizontal stress changes ∆ in response to changes in pore
* Corresponding author. Tel.: +49 331 288 2814; fax: +49 331 288 1127.
E‐mail address: heidbach@gfz‐potsdam.de (O. Heidbach)
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with as cohesion, as coefficient of static friction of the fault
and ,
as effective normal stress on the fault (compression
defined positive). According to Eqs. (1) and (2), an increase of
pore pressure resulting from injection leads to a reduction of
on the pre‐existing fault. This modifies the state of stress
,
such that the fault is more likely to fail. This can be visualized by
shifting the Mohr circle in the Mohr diagram to smaller effective
stresses (Fig. 1a). Vice versa, production from a reservoir dimin‐
ishes the pore pressure and reduces the likelihood of fault reac‐
tivation. Therefore, this concept cannot readily explain produc‐
tion‐induced seismicity within reservoirs.
Biot (1962) refined the effective stress concept of Terzaghi
(1943) by introducing the effective stress coefficient for the bulk
volume or Biot–Willis coefficient . For saturated porous rock
material the effective stress responsible for rock deformation is:

1998; Segall and Fitzgerald, 1998): uniaxial vertical strain, uni‐
form or prescribed pore pressure change within the reservoir,
ring pore pressure sources, horizontally layered reservoirs and
laterally constant vertical stress. With these assumptions ‐ in
particular the implicit homogeneous pore pressure reduction
within the reservoir or zero lateral strain boundary conditions ‐
the models are not capable to investigate the 3D effects of pore
pressure stress coupling; furthermore these assumptions are
rather inappropriate for producing fields. The limitations of
these assumptions are best displayed e.g. by time‐lapse investi‐
gations (Sayers, 2004, 2006) in combination with geomechanical
modelling (e.g. Herwanger and Horne, 2005; Schutjens et al.,
2010; Settari and Sen, 2007; Rutqvist et al., 2008). They reveal
that the impact of pore pressure changes not only affects , but
all components of the stress tensor, which should be considered
for all stress‐dependent field operations such as directional
drilling, stimulation, placement of infill wells etc. For this reason
the full 3D poro‐elastic equations should be incorporated in
geomechanical‐numerical models.
The key objective of our paper is to systematically investi‐
gate the three‐dimensional impact of pore pressure/stress cou‐
pling on the stress tensor components. In particular we quanti‐
tatively assess the injection phase using the analytical solutions
of Rudnicki (1986) and Altmann et al. (2010) in the long‐term
limit for a point source (injection or depletion) in a homoge‐
nous, isotropic, poro‐elastic infinite medium. This approach is
not restricted by the assumptions of a normal faulting stress
regime, constant vertical stress
and horizontal layering. In
particular it can be applied to: (1) different tectonic settings,
such as thrust and normal faulting (where
is the least or the
maximum principal stress, respectively) or strike slip ( is the
intermediate principal stress) regimes. (2) Studying the effects
of localized pore pressure changes. (3) Providing estimates of
the ∆ /∆ ratios for all components of the principal stress
tensor, not only for .
We present pore pressure induced stress magnitude and
stress orientation changes in the long term limit using a con‐
stant fluid injection/production rate. Major findings of our study
are that pore pressure/stress coupling can lead to changes in
induced fracture orientations, change in fracture closure pres‐
sure (and therefore create problems in wellbore stability), and
localized changes of stress magnitudes that can result in an
alteration of the tectonic stress regime (in particular when pore
pressure changes exceed the maximum shear stresses before
injection or depletion).

∙

Frequently is assumed to be 1, which reduces Eq. (3) to Eq.
(1). However, there is evidence that the Biot–Willis coefficient
may be as low as 0.5 in compacted shales (see compilations in
Jaeger et al., 2007 or Sarker and Batzle, 2008). In the case of par‐
tial saturation, the effective stress depends on the combination of
fluid pressure in the wetting and the non‐wetting fluid phase
(Bishop, 1959), but this is not within the scope of this paper.
According to Eq. (3) (Fig. 1) effective stresses can change
due to three effects. (a) Directly with variations in pore pressure
(Fig. 1a). (b) Changes in Biot–Willis coefficient due to pore
pressure changes (Fig. 1b); this can occur when changes in pore
pressure affect the pore volume of the reservoir rock (porosity),
thus changing . If the Biot–Willis coefficient experiences aniso‐
tropic changes (Braun, 2007), the effective stress components
are affected differently and has to be replaced by
. (c) Pore
pressure changes can induce changes in the stress state which is
called pore pressure/stress coupling (PSC). The abbreviation
PSC was introduced by Altmann et al. (2010) for the coupling
between minimum horizontal stress and pore pressure , but
in this paper it is used in a more general sense, namely for cou‐
pling between pore pressure and the stress components in 3D.
PSC results from introducing the effective stress principle in the
constitutive equations and combining it with the pressure diffu‐
sion equation. This leads to a coupling of pore pressure and total
stress, so that the pore pressure does not only affect the effec‐
tive stress but also the total stress (Fig. 1c).
Assuming equal horizontal stresses (
,
minimum
maximum horizontal stress), constant
horizontal stress,
vertical stress
and no horizontal strains, Engelder and Fischer
(1994) and others (e.g. Addis, 1997; Hillis, 2000) present the
following relationship

2. Basic relations between pore pressure and stress
Terzaghi (1943) showed that the strength of fully saturated
soils and rocks is controlled by the effective stress
accord‐
ing to

∆
∆

(1)

∙

1 2
1

(4)

where ∆ is the change in pore pressure. For
1 and a Pois‐
son’s ratio of
0.25 this results in ∆ /∆
0.67; for
1
and
0.2, the coupling coefficient is 0.75. These values are
within the range of values derived from repeated measurements
of pore pressure and minimum horizontal stress in numerous
reservoirs (Engelder and Fischer, 1994; Addis, 1997).
In contrast to the Terzaghi approach, the PSC concept of
Engelder and Fischer (1994) also explains seismicity during
reservoir depletion: reduction of pore pressure changes the
effective vertical stress(
) by ∆ because
is
assumed to remain constant with pressure changes. The effec‐
tive minimum horizontal stress changes differently, namely by

Eq. (1) governs the pressure dependence where is the pore
pressure and the total stress: the amount of pore pressure
change determines the change of effective stress. This concept is
successful in explaining seismicity associated with injection into
reservoirs, e.g. for secondary production methods or enhanced
geothermal systems (Deichmann and Evans, 2007; Valley and
Evans, 2007). According to Coulomb (1773) pre‐existing faults
are reactivated when the shear stress exceeds:
| |

(3)

(2)
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difference between the maximum and minimum principal
stress) which can lead to failure. Fig. 1c illustrates the PSC ap‐
proach according to Engelder and Fischer (1994) and Hillis
(2000, 2001), using Mohr’ Circles to present conditions before
and after depletion. The reduction of pore pressure decreases
, and thus causes higher differential stress (for
assumed to
be constant), which could lead to fault reactivation. However,
these considerations have their limitation because the assump‐
tions used to derive Eq. (4) apply only to a normal faulting stress
state (
) and horizontally infinite reservoirs. Fur‐
thermore, it does not include the spatial distribution of pore
pressure changes due to extraction of fluids at wells.
3. Tensor character of the spatio‐temporal evolution
of pore pressure and total stress components
To assess the impact of pore pressure changes on the stress
tensor in 3D we consider the case of a homogeneous saturated
poro‐elastic medium and use the Eqs. (25) and (26) of Rudnicki
(1986), who provides the changes of stress and pore pressure
distribution for continuous fluid injection (
0) or depletion
(
0) at a point source:
∆
∆

1
4

,

2
2

erfc

1
2

(5)

,
erfc

2
6

4

1
erfc
2

1
2

2
(6)

where represents a constant‐rate fluid mass source and
the
⁄
fluid density,
√ is the Boltzmann variable and the
hydraulic diffusivity of the rock. The drained and undrained
Lamé parameters are and , is the shear modulus and is
⁄
defined as
1
with the bulk modulus
and the
bulk modulus of the solid constituents . The function erfc
is the complementary error function of variable and is con‐
nected to the error function erfc
by erfc
1 erfc , and
the vector between pressure source (for injection
0, for
depletion
0) and observation point is , its vector length.
In Eq. (6) the function

Figure 1. Effects of pore pressure on effective stresses. The dashed grey
circles represent the state of effective stress before production from a
reservoir if the Biot–Willis coefficient is assumed to be 1.0. The density
of the overburden is ca. 2500 kg/m3 and the depth of the reservoir
approximately 2 km. Production reduces the initial pore pressure by
∆
10 MPa (solid grey circles). (a) Terzaghi approach: the effective
stress changes by the amount of pore pressure change without change in
maximum shear stress (Eq. (3)) The solid grey Mohr circle indicates the
state of effective stress after production under the assumption of Ter‐
zaghi’ principle. The green Mohr circles indicate the states of effective
stress before (dashed circle) and after (solid circle) production when
0.8. (b) For anisotropic changes of the Biot–Willis coefficient, the
size of the Mohr circle increases if the change of in the direction of the
larger principal stress is larger (for example from
1.0 to
0.6)
than in orientation of the minimum principal stress (e.g. change from
1.0 to
0.8, red Mohr circle). If the change of in the orientation
of the minimum horizontal stress is larger than in the orientation of the
maximum principal stress, the size of the Mohr circle decreases (blue
curve). (c) With change in total stress. Here, the changes are due to
poro‐elastic pore pressure/stress coupling according to Engelder and
Fischer (1994), where the effective horizontal stress changes during
depletion while the vertical stress remains constant (yellow circle). A
coupling coefficient of 0.8 for the minimum horizontal stress
is as‐
sumed. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)

1

1
4

exp

2√
1
erf
2

1
√

exp

1
4

(7)

is used. Rudnicki (1986) defines the diffusivity as
∙

∙

2
2

(8)

⁄ , where is the permeability in units of m2 and is
with
the dynamic fluid viscosity in units of Pa s.
From Eqs. (5) and (6) it is obvious that the changes of pore
pressure and stress are functions of distance to the injection
point, duration of injection, injection rate and permeability
(assuming that the and the elastic properties are homogene‐
ous). By dividing Eq. (6) by Eq. (5) we obtain the pore pres‐
sure/stress coupling ratio ∆ /∆ ) for the components of the
stress tensor. For a detailed derivation of the equations we refer

∆
∆ (note ∆ and ∆ are both negative for production).
This leads to an increase in the differential stress (defined as
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stress is transferred poro‐elastically faster than the pore pres‐
sure diffuses through the medium. In the same time interval
is negative. For the parameters chosen (permeability of
∆
10
m2,
0.65,
8.4 GPa,
11.2 GPa,
8.4 GPa
and
0.25 the long‐term limit at a distance of 200 m is
reached after approximately three years of constant injection,
when radial and tangential stresses do not change anymore
(Fig. 3).
As shown in Fig. 3 changes in pore pressure create signifi‐
cantly different changes in radial and tangential stress compo‐
nents. In this paper we focus on the long‐term limit of stress
changes. These long‐term ( → ∞) limits of radial and tangential
stress changes can be derived from Eqs. (5) and (6) as shown by
Altmann et al. (2010)
lim
→

lim
→

∆
∆

,

∆
∆

,

,

1 2
1

(9a)

,

1 1 2
2 1

(9b)

In the long‐term limit, the total principal stress tensor after a
pore pressure change becomes:

Figure 2. Illustration of the different stress components with respect to
the injection/depletion point and co‐ordinate axes.

1 2
∆
1

to Altmann et al. (2010) and Wang (2000).
Due to the radial symmetry we consider the radial and tan‐
gential stress components with respect to the injection (deple‐
tion) point (Fig. 2). For example, in case of injection at the origin
of the coordinate system, the stress
is a radial stress for all
positions along the ‐axis, but a tangential stress for all posi‐
tions along the ‐axis. ∆
denotes the change of the radial
stress component and ∆
denotes the change of the tangen‐
tial stress component. Fig. 3 shows the radial and tangential
stress changes for a particular representative case as a function
of time since the beginning of injection at a fixed position (here
200 m distance to the injection point). There are considerable
differences in radial and tangential stress changes created by
the same pore pressure change. ∆
is larger than ∆
and
only after the first 21 days after injection initiation does ∆
exceed ∆
. This can be interpreted as indicating that the

0

0

0

1 1 2
∆
2 1

∆

0

0

0

(10)

1 1 2
∆
2 1

∆

Under the assumption of a Poisson’ ratio of 0.25 and a Biot–
Willis coefficient of 1, the stress tensor after the application of a
pressure change of becomes
2
∆
3

0
1
∆
3

0
0

0

0

(11)

0
1
∆
3

The corresponding effective stresses become:
1
∆
3

0
2
∆
3

0
0

0

0

(12)

0
2
∆
3

4. PSC for reservoirs in different tectonic stress regimes
In this section we investigate the changes in effective stress
due to pore pressure changes in saturated reservoirs. In particu‐
lar we systematically investigate the impact of different tectonic
stress regimes and different initial differential stresses. The
pore pressures we are using for these scenarios are in the range
of measured values in reservoirs; for example, 45 MPa reduction
in Ekofisk (Teufel et al., 1991) and the Lacq field (Grasso and
Wittlinger, 1990), 10 MPa in the Imogene field and ca. 28 MPa in
Fashing gas field (Pennington et al., 1986).
Using the PSC concept in 3D based on the Rudnicki’s analyti‐
cal solution for a constant point source embedded in an iso‐
tropic homogeneous medium (Eqs. (11) and (12)), the increase
in effective stress due to a 30 MPa pore pressure reduction is 10

Figure 3. Example for pore pressure and stress change calculated ac‐
cording to Rudnicki (1986) for injection into full space at 50 l/s into a
medium with a permeability of
10
m 2,
0.65,
8.4 GPa,
11.2 GPa,
8.4 GPa and
0.25. The values are calculated at a
location 200 m from the injection point as a function of injection time.
Note, that radial and tangential stresses are different in magnitude.
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Table 1
Relative stress magnitudes for different tectonic stress regimes.
Regime

Relative stress
magnitudes

Differential
stress

NF: Normal Faulting regime
SS: Strike Slip Faulting regime
TF: Thrust Faulting regime

MPa, for the radial stress and 20 MPa for the tangential stresses.
This results in decreases in differential stress of up to 10 MPa
depending on the tectonic stress regime and the position within
the reservoir. Such changes in differential stress are quite signif‐
icant at shallow reservoir depths. To infer the consequences of
PSC and associated changes of differential stresses for reservoir
depletion/injection, we estimate the stress state of the long‐
term injection (depletion) limit for the three different tectonic
stress regimes, normal faulting, strike slip and thrust faulting
regime (Table 1).

Figure 4. Sketch to explain the positions of points A, B, C which are
located at an equal distance to the injection point along the axes of the
principal stresses , , . The shaded area represents the pore pres‐
sure changes around the injection (depletion) point which is located at
the origin of the co‐ordinate system.

tial effective stress states before depletion or injection. The
states of stress at points A, B, C after depletion or injection are
given in blue, red and green colours. For comparison, the grey
solid line Mohr circles show the stress states at A, B, C assuming
no coupling between total stress and pore pressure, after Ter‐
zaghi (1943).
With PSC the size of the Mohr circles, which represents the
differential stress, is either reduced or enlarged relative to those
calculated without consideration of changes in total stress (solid
line grey Mohr circles in Fig. 5). In considering different tectonic
stress regimes we assume a horizontally and vertically homoge‐
neous regional stress field and thus can superimpose the stress
pattern of radial and tangential stresses of the injec‐
tion/depletion. According to Eq. (12) the radial stress compo‐
nents change due to injection/depletion by 2/3 ∆ whereas the
tangential components change by 1/3 ∆ . This also changes the
effective stresses, namely by 1/3 ∆ in radial direction and by
2/3 ∆ in tangential directions. Along the
axis, the addi‐
tional stress component due to injection/depletion, which acts
parallel to , is a radial stress, the stresses in the vertical direc‐
tion and parallel to
are tangential stresses. Along the orienta‐
tion of , the injection/depletion related stress components
parallel to
and
are tangential components, and the stress
in vertical direction is a radial stress. Parallel to the orientation
of , the additional vertical stress components and those paral‐
lel to
are tangential components and the additional compo‐

4.1. Hypothetical reservoir model
In the following, we consider a hypothetical reservoir (Fig. 4).
Herein we deduce the stress changes for long produc‐
tion/injection intervals due to pore pressure variations at three
positions along the principal stress axes at equal distance to the
injection (depletion) point . Due to the radial symmetry it does
not matter whether the points are located in the positive or nega‐
tive axis direction. For each of the tectonic stress regimes, the
total vertical stress is assumed to be given by the weight of the
overburden of the reservoir and the initial pore pressure is con‐
sidered to be hydrostatic. Thus, the initial vertical effective stress
is 50 MPa, which corresponds to a depth of approximately 3000 m
for a mass density of 2700 kg/m3 and hydrostatic pore pressure
of 30 MPa at that depth. In order to represent different tectonic
stress regimes, the magnitudes of
and
are varied with re‐
spect to the magnitude of . These different initial stress states
(before production or injection) are used to calculate stress
changes in different tectonic stress regimes and at different loca‐
tions with respect to the injection or production point. In Tables 2
and 3 pore pressure and stress changes, as well as stress states
before and after injection and production, are listed.
Fig. 5 displays the effective stress states of points A, B and C
using Mohr circles. Black dashed line Mohr circles indicate ini‐

Table 2
Effective stresses before injection, pore pressure change due to injection, total stress changes caused by injection, effective stress changes caused by
injection, and effective stresses after injection, all at three different locations with respect to the injection point for three different tectonic stress
regimes. All values are given in MPa.
Point

,
,
,

∆
∆
∆
∆
∆
∆
∆

NF‐regime

SS‐regime

TF‐regime

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

50
40
25
15
4.5
9
4.5
−10.5
−6
−10.5
39.5
34
14.5

50
40
25
15
4.5
4.5
9
−10.5
−10.5
−6
39.5
29.5
19

50
40
25
15
9
4.5
4.5
−6
−10.5
−10.5
44
29.5
14.5

50
65
25
15
4.5
9
4.5
−10.5
−6
−10.5
39.5
59
14.5

50
65
25
15
4.5
4.5
9
−10.5
−10.5
−6
39.5
54.5
19

50
65
25
15
9
4.5
4.5
−6
−10.5
−10.5
44
54.5
14.5

50
65
55
15
4.5
9
4.5
−10.5
−6
−10.5
39.5
59
44.5

50
65
55
15
4.5
4.5
9
−10.5
−10.5
−6
39.5
54.5
49

50
65
55
15
9
4.5
4.5
−6
−10.5
−10.5
44
54.5
44.5
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Table 3
Effective stresses before production, pore pressure change due to production, total stress changes caused by production, effective stress changes
caused by production, and effective stresses after production, all at three different locations with respect to the production point for three different
tectonic stress regimes. All values are given in MPa.
Point

,
,
,

∆
∆
∆
∆
∆
∆
∆

NF‐regime

SS‐regime

TF‐regime

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

50
40
25
−15
−4.5
−9
−4.5
10.5
6
10.5
60.5
46
35.5

50
40
25
−15
−4.5
−4.5
−9
10.5
10.5
6
60.5
50.5
31

50
40
25
−15
−9
−4.5
−4.5
6
10.5
10.5
56
50.5
35.5

50
65
25
−15
−4.5
−9
−4.5
10.5
6
10.5
60.5
71
35.5

50
65
25
−15
−4.5
−4.5
−9
10.5
10.5
6
60.5
75.5
31

50
65
25
−15
−9
−4.5
−4.5
6
10.5
10.5
56
75.5
35.5

50
65
55
−15
−4.5
−9
−4.5
10.5
6
10.5
60.5
71
65.5

50
65
55
−15
−4.5
−4.5
−9
10.5
10.5
6
60.5
75.5
61

50
65
55
−15
−9
−4.5
−4.5
6
10.5
10.5
56
75.5
65.5

gential component and thus increased by |2⁄3 ∆ |. Therefore
the reduction of pore pressure leads to an increase of differen‐
tial stress at position B (red Mohr circle). Similarly, a reduction
of pore pressure leads to a reduction of differential stress at
point C (green Mohr circle). No change occurs along the
ori‐
entation and thus at point A (blue Mohr circle). The maximum
increase of shear stress during depletion occurs parallel to .
In the case of injection, the effective vertical stress at point C
reduces by 1/3 ∆ , whereas the effective horizontal stresses
both reduce by 2/3 ∆ . This leads to greater differential stresses
at point C on the ‐axis. At position A, the effective vertical

nent parallel to
is the radial component. Depending on the
background stress pattern (the tectonic stress regime) the max‐
imum shear stress changes differently.
4.2. Normal faulting regime
In the normal faulting regime the differential stress is de‐
termined by
and . In the event of depletion, the pore pres‐
sure along the
orientation increases the effective minimum
stress by |1⁄3 ∆ | because the minimum horizontal stress is a
radial component, whereas the effective vertical stress is a tan‐

Figure 5. Effective stress states at positions A, B, C for depletion and injection in normal faulting (NF), strike slip (SS) and thrust faulting (TF) re‐
gimes. The stress states are displayed as Mohr circles with
as effective normal stress and as shear stress. Grey dashed circles denote the initial
effective stress conditions, with the intermediate principal stress assumed to be roughly halfway in between the maximum and the minimum princi‐
pal stresses. Grey solid circles denote the classical Terzaghi effective stress condition after pore pressure reduction in the case of depletion or pore
pressure increase in the case of injection. Without pore pressure/stress coupling the size of the Mohr circle remains constant and its position is
shifted to the right in case of depletion and to the left in case of injection. With pore pressure/stress coupling, the differential stress changes. Red
circles are stress states along the axis, blue circles are stress states along the
axis and green circles are stress states along the axis. The hypo‐
thetical failure envelope (solid straight line) is characterized by a relatively high cohesion of 10 MPa and a coefficient of static friction of
0.6. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)
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Table 4
Localized change of tectonic stress regimes or fracture orientation within the reservoir for injection (∆
Direction

NF regime
Hydraulic fractures are oriented vertical
and parallel to

SS regime
Hydraulic fractures are oriented vertical
and parallel to

Vertical

No change

→ NF for ∆

∙

→ SS for ∆

Along

∙
and the local
→ SS for ∆
maximum horizontal stress
switches to
the direction of the regional → fractures
are parallel to regional minimum horizon‐
tal stress

∙

TF regime
Hydraulic fractures are horizontal
→ SS for ∆
cal + parallel to
→ NF for ∆
vertical + parallel to

No change

Along

0) into the reservoir.

∙

and fracs verti‐
∙

and fracs

No change

→ TF for ∆

∙

and horizontal No regime change, but for ∆

∙
and
fracs → TF for ∆
horizontal fracs and maximum horizontal
is parallel to direction of
stress

stress is reduced by 2/3 ∆ as is the effective minimum horizon‐
tal stress, therefore the size of the blue Mohr circle remains
unchanged. However at point B, the effective vertical stress and
the effective maximum horizontal stress are reduced by 2/3 ∆
and the effective minimum horizontal stress, which is a radial
stress, is reduced only by 1/3 ∆ . This leads to decreasing dif‐
ferential stresses.

maximum horizontal stress
lel to direction of

4.5. Changes of local stress state due to PSC and implications for
the local tectonic stress regime
Since PSC affects the stress magnitudes it leads to changes in
relative stress magnitudes and because the tectonic stress re‐
gime assignment is based on the relative stress magnitudes, PSC
can therefore lead – on a local scale – to a change in the tectonic
stress regime. The regional tectonic stress regime (normal fault‐
ing, strike slip faulting and thrust faulting) is a function of tec‐
tonic stresses on regional to global scale. However, local stress
sources can change the tectonic stress regime on local scales
(Heidbach et al., 2007, 2010). If stress conditions prior to injec‐
tion or depletion are such that two of the principal stresses are
rather similar in magnitude, the tectonic stress regime can be
locally changed by PSC. Such a change of tectonic stress regime
(relative stress magnitudes) affects a number of geomechanical
issues, such as wellbore stability, because the failure conditions
around wellbores depend on the relative stress magnitudes. For
example: in a normal faulting regime, wellbores drilled vertical‐
ly are most stable, but in strike slip regimes vertical boreholes
experience more borehole breakout formation and thus well‐
bore stability problems (Fuchs and Müller, 2001). If, during the
lifetime of a producing reservoir, local variations of tectonic
stress regimes are created, this can influence the planning of

In a strike slip regime the differential stress is determined
by
and . During injection into a strike slip regime (e.g. the
case of Basel) the differential stress increases if the
orienta‐
tion is the radial stress (point A, blue Mohr circle); whereas if
is the radial stress (point B) the shear stress is decreased (red
Mohr circle). Depletion in a strike slip regime causes a reduction
of differential stress along the radial stress axis coinciding with
the
orientation, and an increase along the radial stress axis in
the orientation.
4.4. Thrust faulting regime
In a thrust faulting regime depletion causes a reduction of
the differential stress on the radial stress axis if it coincides with
the
orientation (point A, blue Mohr circle), and an increase of
orientation coincides
differential stress at points where the
with the radial stress direction (point C, green Mohr circle). In
the case of injection, the differential stress increases in the

Table 5
Localized change of tectonic stress regimes or fracture orientation within the reservoir for depletion (∆

0) into the reservoir.

Direction

NF regime
Hydraulic fractures are oriented vertical
and parallel to

SS regime
Hydraulic fractures are oriented vertical
and parallel to

TF regime
Hydraulic fractures are horizontal

Vertical

→ SS for |∆ |

∙

∙

No change

→ TF for |∆ |
horizontal fracs

∙

→ TF for |∆ |
horizontal fracs

→ NF for |∆ |

∙

Along

Along

∙
the maximum
for |∆ |
horizontal stress
switches to direction
of the regional → vertical fractures are
now parallel to original minimum horizon‐
tal stress
No change

is paral‐

orientation if it is the radial stress axis (point A, blue Mohr cir‐
cle), and decreases along the radial stress axis in the
orienta‐
tion (point C, green Mohr circle).

4.3. Strike slip regime

and

∙

and

∙
and maxi‐
→ TF for |∆ |
switches to
mum horizontal stress
direction of the regional → vertical
fractures are now parallel to original min‐
imum horizontal stress
No change

for |∆ |
∙
the maximum
horizontal stress
switches to direction
of
∙
for → vertical
→ SS |∆ |
fracs parallel to
→ SS for → vertical fracs parallel to
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cal, perpendicular to the
orientation; in a thrust faulting
regime the fractures might be horizontal because the least prin‐
cipal stress is (Tables 4 and 5).
Fig. 6 illustrates the consequences for an (initially): normal
faulting regime, with similar values of the effective minimum
horizontal and vertical stresses (∆
= 30 MPa > ∆
= 27
MPa > ∆
= 10 MPa). During reduction of pore pressure by
21 MPa, the effective stresses along a vertical trace above or
= 41 MPa,
below the production interval change locally to ∆
∆
= 37 MPa, ∆
= 24 MPa (Fig. 6a). This means that
there is a local change in tectonic stress regime from normal
faulting to strike slip. If the initial state of stress is close to iso‐
= 20 MPa > ∆
= 18 MPa > ∆
= 15
tropic (Fig. 6b, ∆
MPa) the same pore pressure reduction would locally lead to a
= 32 MPa > ∆
= 29 MPa
thrust faulting regime with (∆
> ∆
= 27 MPa). In this case stimulated fractures would
initiate as horizontal rather than vertical fractures as would be
expected in the regional normal faulting regime. Fig. 6c illus‐
trates the state of stress along a horizontal trace parallel to the
orientation when the initial stress is described by
= 30
= 12 MPa >
= 10 MPa. The same pore pressure
MPa >
reduction increases
and
by 14 MPa whereas the in‐
crease of
is only 7 MPa. This leads to a switch in the orien‐
tation of horizontal stresses so that stimulation fractures would
be parallel to the local maximum horizontal stress, which is
perpendicular to the regional maximum horizontal stress:
= 44 MPa >
= 24 MPa >
= 19 MPa.
The modification of tectonic stress regimes can also be de‐
scribed as a function of pore pressure change and initial relative
stress states. Under standard assumptions for Poisson’s ratio
(
0.25 and Biot–Willis coefficient
1) a regime change is
most probable if the change in pore pressure exceeds ca. three
times the maximum initial differential stress, because the equa‐
tions of Tables 2 and 3 can be approximated by
|∆ |
Figure 6. Examples of stress regime change caused by production‐
induced changes of the stress components in an initially normal faulting
stress regime (black circles) and changes due to reduction of pore pres‐
sure by
21 MPa (green and red circles). (a)
= 30 MPa >
=
= 10 MPa: along a vertical trace above or below the
27 MPa >
= 41 MPa,
production interval, the local effective stress state is
= 37 MPa,
= 24 MPa. This means that there is a local change
in tectonic stress regime from originally normal faulting to strike slip.
= 20 MPa >
= 18 MPa >
(b) For a more isotropic initial state
= 15 MPa the
21 MPa leads locally to a thrust faulting regime
= 32 MPa >
= 29 MPa >
= 27 MPa). In this case
with (
stimulation fractures would initiate as horizontal fractures instead of
vertical fractures as would be expected in the regional normal faulting
with the regional stress
regime. (c) Along a horizontal trace parallel
= 30 MPa >
= 12 MPa >
= 10 MPa, a reduction of
21
and
by 14 MPa whereas the increase of
is
MPa increases
only 7 MPa. This leads to a switch in the orientation of horizontal stress‐
es so that stimulation fractures would be parallel to the local orienta‐
tion which is perpendicular to the
orientation:
= 44 MPa >
= 24 MPa >
= 19 MPa. (For interpretation of the references
to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
of the article.)

2

1 2
≅3
1 2

(13)

Our findings are based on analytical solutions by Rudnicki
(1986) which represent point injection/depletion into a homo‐
geneous full space. They will not apply for realistic reservoir
geometries, but they can help to interpret the results of numeri‐
cal modelling for detailed reservoir geometries. Reservoir com‐
paction as well as related deformations and displacements from

infill wells. Furthermore, the orientation of hydraulically in‐
duced fractures might change due to local stress regime modifi‐
cation. For example in strike slip regimes the fractures are verti‐

Figure 7. Geomechanical‐numerical model of an artificial reservoir in a
normal faulting regime (
,
,
) for two years of
production with a production rate of 100 l/s.
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injection scenarios are often quite complex. Furthermore, rock
properties are neither isotropic nor homogeneous and thus
geomechanical‐numerical models are compulsory to investigate
the spatio‐temporal evolution state of stress during the lifetime
of a reservoir. However, our analytical results can be important
to interpret the results of geomechanical‐numerical modelling
as shown in the example below.
Fig. 7 illustrates a numerical model of an artificial reservoir
in a normal faulting regime (
,
,
) with a
production rate of 100 l/s. The reservoir is simplified as a cube
with a permeability of 2.0 10−14 m2 embedded in a surround‐
ing with a significantly reduced permeability of 2.0 10−15 m2.
The model sides and bottom are fixed in normal direction and
the surface is freely moving. The initial pore pressure distribu‐
tion is hydrostatic.
Fig. 8 shows the results in terms of changes in pore pressure
and in maximum differential stresses after two years of produc‐
tion. The results of the numerical modelling complement the
previous analytical results: in the immediate vicinity of the
production well, pore pressure changes are on the order of 20
MPa; they reduce to less than 1 MPa at greater distances (Fig. 8).
Fig. 9 shows the corresponding poro‐elastic changes of the max‐
imum shear distributions, which demonstrate the anisotropy in
shear stress changes: the maximum shear stress is reduced
above and below the production point, no changes occur at
positions along the ‐axis (which is parallel to the
orienta‐
tion), and the maximum increase in shear stress occurs parallel
to the ‐axis, which is parallel to the
orientation. The shear
stress changes for this model are in the order of 0.2 MPa and
would seem to be rather small. However, if we consider a longer
time interval such as 10 years of production (or even a number
of production wells in close vicinity) the change in pore pres‐
sure could increase to about 10 MPa, and the corresponding
shear stress changes of individual wells would be on the order
of 2 MPa. Since this solution is a poro‐elastic solution, the results
of individual wells can be superimposed, perhaps leading to
significant shear stress changes.

Figure 8. Simulated changes of pore pressure for a reservoir in a normal
faulting stress regime (
,
,
) after 2 years of pro‐
duction from a single point. The vertical cross section is a plane through
the well which is oriented perpendicular to .

more realistic reservoirs have to be studied by 3D numerical
modelling (Schutjens et al., 2010; Rutqvist et al., 2013). In the
following section we present a generic 3D geomechanical‐
numerical model of the poro‐elastic equations for a point source
in a reservoir with inhomogeneous rock properties.

6. Practical implications for reservoir stability and man‐
agement

5. Geomechanical‐numerical modelling
In contrast to the solutions above, real production and re‐

Figure 9. Simulated changes of maximum shear stress for a reservoir in a normal faulting stress regime (
production from a single point. The cross sections are perpendicular to (a) , (b) and (c) .
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10 s of MPa in very deep reservoirs that are producing for a long
period (Segall et al., 1994). Furthermore, during fluid injection
under high pressure e.g. for stimulation, the stresses in the near‐
field will change significantly and lead to stress rotation as
shown for The Geysers geothermal field (Martínez‐Garzón et al.,
2013). These changes do not affect the maximum shear stress
pattern significantly in cases where the differential stresses or
shear stresses are already large, e.g.
≫
≫
in case of
normal faulting at greater depth, or
≫
≫
in the case of
strike slip regimes. However, for shallow depths, such as reser‐
voirs at 1–3 km depth, total stresses and the difference in hori‐
zontal stress are rather small (Fig. 10). The effect of PSC there‐
fore is expected to be more significant for shallower reservoirs,
in areas with low shear stress, and in reservoirs where signifi‐
cant changes in pore pressure will occur during depletion.
7. Conclusion

Figure 10. Maximum shear stresses within reservoirs versus depth:
Valhall, McAllen, Rulison (Teufel et al., 1991), Groningen (Hettema et al.,
1998), Shaybah (Salamy and Finkbeiner, 2002), Gunung Kembang (Dwi
Hudya et al., 2007), Eugene Island Block 330 (Finkbeiner and Zoback,
1998).

Pore pressure/stress coupling (PSC) has a tensor character
and can cause significant changes in the stress field. We analyse
the impact of pore pressure changes on all components of the
stress tensor. Our results show:
(1) Pore pressure affects not only
magnitudes but also the
other stress components. The absolute changes of tensor
components are directly related to the change in pore pres‐
sure. The stress changes can be a significant fraction of pore
pressure changes (often 60–80% of the pressure change).
(2) In our spherical symmetrical example the stress compo‐
nents from PSC can be considered in terms of radial and
tangential stresses with respect to the pore pressure cloud.
In the long‐term limit of production pore pressure induced
stress changes of the radial stress components are twice as
large as the change of the tangential stress components.
(3) The stresses induced by pore pressure changes modify the
likelihood of reactivation of faults. During injection in strike
slip and thrust faulting stress regimes, the likelihood for fault
reactivation is greatest along the
orientation, whereas in
normal faulting stress regimes reactivation is most likely
above or below the injection point along the orientation.
(4) During depletion in normal faulting and strike slip stress
regimes fault reactivation is most likely in the
orienta‐
tion. In a thrust faulting stress regime reactivation is most
likely in the orientation.
(5) PSC can locally modify the relative stress magnitudes. This
is a function of pore pressure change and the initial relative
stress state. This is most likely if the change in pore pres‐
sure exceeds three times the maximum initial shear stress.
(6) The effects of PSC on stress magnitudes are especially im‐
portant in reservoirs that experienced significant pressure
changes e.g. due to high injection and production rates.

6.1. Fault reactivation
Because the level of shear stress is critical for fault reactiva‐
tion, fault reactivation is more likely for faults in high shear
stress regions. Increasing shear stress destabilizes pre‐existing
faults, whereas decreasing shear stress leads to stabilization
(Fig. 5). PSC results in spatial variations of shear stress changes.
Therefore, some faults will be closer to reactivation than others,
depending on their position with respect to the injec‐
tion/depletion point. During injection into a strike slip regime
(e.g. case of Basel) the differential stress increases in the orien‐
tation of the maximum horizontal stress (point A, blue Mohr
circle, Fig. 5), which brings pre/existing faults located along this
orientation closer to failure, whereas faults located along the
minimum horizontal stress (point B, Fig. 5) can even be stabi‐
lized (red Mohr circle). Reactivation in the case of injection into
a normal faulting regime is most likely on faults located parallel
to , i.e. above and below the injection point.
6.2. Well stability
Changes in total stress magnitudes resulting from PSC have
direct implications for the stability of infill wells drilled close to
previously producing wells. Drillers estimate mud weights to
stay in the so‐called drilling window, which is a pressure range
roughly between the formation pore pressure and the tangential
stress concentrations, which are direct functions of the local
stress state at the borehole wall. Control of drilling mud weight
is necessary to avoid wellbore collapse or uncontrolled for‐
mation fluid influx. When the mud pressure is too high, com‐
pared to the tangential stress concentrations at the wellbore
wall, unwanted fracturing of the formation can lead to total loss
of drilling fluid. This occurs at the upper end of the drilling win‐
dow, which is defined by the fracture pressure at which the
drilling fluid pressure exceeds the tangential stress at the bore‐
hole wall and creates a hydraulic fracture. Our analysis suggests
that predrilling wellbore stability predictions have to take into
account the effect of PSC, especially when additional wells are
drilled into formations that had experienced a significant pore
pressure reduction.
Production induced poro‐elastic stress changes can lead to
changes in shear stress on the order of a few MPa up to several

The integrity of reservoirs depends on the seal capacity of
the cap rock layers (normally silt and shale) and of the reservoir
bounding faults (Sneider and Sneider, 2002). If these seals break
due to changes in stress and pressure, the structure of the res‐
ervoir are significantly disturbed. Our investigations contribute
to the understanding of the spatial and temporal dependence of
potential seal or cap rock leakage, injection and depletion relat‐
ed seismicity in reservoirs, effectiveness of secondary produc‐
tion methods, and stability of infill wells as a consequence of
reservoir injection and depletion from the reservoir. The effects
of PSC on stress magnitudes and tectonic stress regimes should
be taken into account in planning additional wells for secondary
or tertiary production measures. Furthermore, the PSC method‐
ology should be considered for the early times of injection when
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the variations of stress and pore pressure (Fig. 3) can lead to
considerable variations of effective stress with time.
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